There were five minute watch. Heavy fog slowed proc looking better each day. The wing gnat, and there was no way to needed a touch-up, the bugs fell paint. Mostly they didn’t survive the fabricated steel in internation They may lose a wing or a leg. This part of the bridge everyone except us workers. Spotted a black skirt straddle just over the bar. It would have was about to do. She looked to go on living. She was shakin off, just dangling there, As a bridge-worker, I’m surpr I ever saw. It’s quite simple The railing on that part of the it takes no time at all to go o that a lot of folks come from o thing from the bridge. The st below the bridge, most think won’t feel anything, that it was “Ma’am?” She would closer to her. I could make of it was very distinct. I called still, I removed my work-hat the rail near her and sprung up into turnin only her neck, she turned in makeup—heavy, black ar Earrings, curled hair, a gorge